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Protons and mesotrons near the end of their ranges are distinguished from each other by a
method involving the degree of ionization in the gas of the cloud chamber and the scattering
in the lead plates in the chamber. Photographs are shown of the production of protons and
mesotrons in the lead by non-ionizing and ionizing radiation. Evidence is presented for the
presence of an extremely large number of neutrons. Both neutrons and protons are shown
to be secondary particles with a maximum energy near 200 Mev. The conclusion is reached
that this maximum energy arises from the large cross section of the atmosphere for the pro-
duction of pairs of mesotrons. The value of this maximum energy can be used as a measure of
the mass of the mesotron. Photographs are shown of cascade showers produced by knock-on
electrons, stars produced in the lead and the gas of the chamber, and Auger showers 611ing
the whole chamber.

INTRODUCTION

HE remarkable photographs of G. Herzog
and W. H. Bostick" made with a Wilson

cloud chamber between the altitudes of 20,000
and 30,000 feet and the great abundance of slow
mesotrons found there both by this method and
by Schein, Jesse, and Wollan' using counters at
still greater heights made it seem advisable to
take a large VA'1son cloud chamber' to the top
of Mt. Evans in the summer of j.940 with the
hope of discovering the abundance of slow

protons and mesotrons and other phenomena
occurring there. About 2400 photographs were
made, part of them with random expansions and
part with counter control. The data obtained
were of sufticient value to warrant a second ex-
pedition in 1941. This time 20,000 photographs
were made of random expansions of the large
Wilson cloud chamber, and the two sets of
photographs form the subject of this paper.

APPARATUS

Figure 1 shows a side view of the cloud
chamber. The front glass Q is O.s-inch "Tufnex"
plate glass. The walls are made of 0.5-inch cold-
rolled steel. The lead plates A measure 1X9.4
X30 cm. The area photographed was 42 cm high.
Compressed air from a paint-sprayer compressor
was introduced through six ports, one of which

' G. Herzog, Phys. Rev. 5'T, 337 (1940).
2 G. Herzog and W. H. Bostick, Phys. Rev. 58, 278 (1940}.' M. Schein, W. P, Jesse, and E. O. Wollan, Phys. Rev.

5V, 847 (1940).
4 W. M. Powell, Phys. Rev. 57, 1061 (1940}.
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is shown at P. This forced the neoprene dia-
phragm J against the hole plate E when the
chamber was compressed. When expanded, the
diaphragm rested against the hole plate D. Nine
bolts like those shown at 8 and I' held the plate
D in place and permitted the expansion ratio to
be adjusted to the proper value. One side of the
chamber N was —,'-inch "TufHex. " The light
entered the chamber through this window and
was reQected back by a sheet of chromium plated
ferrotype plate on the far side of the chamber.
This obviated the necessity for a window and
light on the other side. Five lead plates, each
one cm thick and spaced six cm apart, traversed
the chamber. Small rubber tubes, 00, were
placed around the edges making each compart-
ment somewhat airtight. The plates were
sheathed in thin chromium-plated ferrotype
plates so as to improve the illumination and
prevent glare from the surfaces of the lead plates.

The cloud chamber was filled with argon and
a small amount of air. The tank argon had been
in the tank for more than a year, so that very
few alpha-particles from radon appeared in the
gas. The liquid was normal propyl alcohol, and
no particular precautions were taken about the
presence of small amounts of water in the alcohol.
Every other one of the lead plates was charged
positively to 250 volts, and the rest were at
ground potential. The field was removed at the
instant of expansion. It was impossible to use
any water in the chamber because the insulation
of the alternate plates was insuScient.
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In 1940 eight coil-coil filament 60-watt, 115-
volt clear Westinghouse bulbs with reflectors
and condenser lenses were used for illumination.
They were run at 240 volts d.c. from 40 second-
hand car storage batteries purchased at junk
price. The batteries were charged continuously
at 125 milliamperes. The lamps were turned on
at the moment of expansion and remained on for
about 0.1 sec. The camera shutters remained
opened continuously. In 1941 an Edgerton
"Rash lamp" 24 inches long and 0.5 inch in

diameter with a cylindrical reflector behind and
five double condenser lenses in front formed the
source. Horizontal mirrors at the top and the
bottom of the lamp-condenser unit gave everi
illumination at the two ends as well as the middle
of the chamber. The lamp was flashed by the
discharge of an electrical condenser of 250-micro-
farad capacity which was kept at 2000 volts by
a voltage-controlled rectiher. This light was con-
siderably brighter than the other, and conse-

quently it was possible to ust the cheaper
DuPont Superior g3 61m instead of the Agfa
Ultra-Speed 61m.

The cameras were placed 30 degrees on either
side of the normal to the chamber. In 1940 an I'

number of 3.5 was used for both cameras. In 1941
the camera on the left side nearest the light
source used a lens with an Ji number of 2.5 while
the other camera was the same as before.

The counter had a sensitive area of one by
eleven inches. Two counters were placed above
the chamber and one below, the three being in

triple coincidence. In 1940 the cameras were
reset by hand. In 1941 everything was operated
automatically, and photographs were taken
night and day except for about 14 hours during
the week. A11 power was supplied by a 1000-watt
110-volt a.c. gasoline generator.

In 1940 the work was done in the laboratory
of the University of Denver and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on the summit of Mt.
Evans. In 1941 the apparatus was installed in a
house-trailer. The trailer served as living quarters
as well as laboratory and could be completely
darkened for developing photographs. The walls
were of sheet steel which covered the roof except
for a small section in the top. Two 30-foot cables
were attached to opposite corners of the trailer
and buried a foot below ground as a protection
from lightning. The generator was outside of the
trailer.

DISCUSSION

There are three properties of the cosmic rays
which permit identification of the rays with a
Wilson cloud chamber containing 6ve lead plates.
First, there is the fact that electrons penetrating
one cm of lead have a high probability of radi-
ating and producing pairs, whereas protons and
mesotrons have a very small probability of
producing energetic secondaries. Second, the
rate of change of the velocity of protons and
mesotrons near the end of their range is quite dif-
ferent, and su%ciently so that they can be
distinguished from each other by the appearance
of the track just before stopping. Third, the
scattering of mesotrons and protons is a function
of their momentum and is greater for mesotrons
having the same range as protons.

It is generally agreed that the probability of
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an electron penetrating a lead plate one cm
thick without producing secondaries is small.
Owing to the mathematical difFiculties en-
countered in fluctuation problems in shower
theory, ' it has been impossible to calculate this
directly. If a particle passes through two or more
lead plates without producing secondaries, it is
extremely unlikely to be an electron. This cri-
terion is an excellent one for distinguishing
between electrons and heavier particles.

The second and third properties can be com-
bined to give a means of distinguishing mesotrons
and protons which are near the end of their
ranges. All singly charged particles possessing
high velocities produce tracks with nearly the
same ionization per unit length of track. There
is a particular velocity where this ionization
reaches a minimum, I; . The ionization I
increases quite rapidly as the velocity decreases.
For all subsequent calculations the mesotron is
assumed to have a mass of 200 times that of the
electron.

Figure 2 shows the relative ionization IjI;„
of protons and mesotrons plotted against the
range in centimeters of lead. A proton with a
range of 1.75 cm in lead will have a relative
ionization of 3.25. This will be recognizable from
inspection alone. Furthermore, when it leaves
the next lead plate with a range of 0.75 cm, its
relative ionization will be 4.65, and it will appear
distinctly heavier than the section of track just
above. A proton of shorter range will show a
more marked change. A mesotron will have an
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FIG. 3. Average projected angle of scattering in degrees
for one cm of lead plotted against the range the particles
have in cm of lead on leaving the plate.

entirely different appearance. If it has a range of
more than 0.2 cm in lead, it will show no appre-
ciable increase in ionization. Mesotrons then can
be expected to stop in a lead plate without show-
ing increase in ionization. Some will penetrate
the last plate and leave it with less than 0.2 cm
range. These will show a heavier track, but there
will be no increase in ionization above this plate.

There are occasions when the illumination of
the track above and below a lead plate is not
uniform, and there is some doubt about the
proper interpretation. It is here where the use of
scattering properties comes to the rescue and
extends the data for mesotrons to much higher
energies. Range and relative ionization were
calculated from the paper by J. A. Wheeler and
R. Ladenburg. '

IDENTIFICATION OF MESOTRONS AND
PROTONS BY THEIR SCATTERING

AND IONIZATION

2
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FIG. 2. Relative ionization of protons and mesotrons against
range in cm lead.

~ B. Rossi and K. Greisen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 13, 3Q5
{1941}.

Figure 3 is a graph of the average projected
angle in degrees of scattering of mesotrons and
protons through one cm of lead against the range
in lead possessed by the particle on leaving the
lead plate. It is calculated from the expression'

600Ze
tI=(19.5 —3.1 loggoZ)& (M)&,8

where Z is the atomic number of the scatterer,
e the charge on the electron, N the number of

e J. A. Wheeler and R. Ladenburg, Phys. Rev. 60, 754
{1941}.

~ E. J. Williams, Proc. Roy. Soc. A169, 548 {1939}.
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atoms per cm', and t the thickness in cm. This
reduces to

tt =3 X los jHp XP (2)

where Hp is the magnetic rigidity and P is the
velocity of the particle divided by the velocity
of light.

Figure 4 gives the values of the magnetic
rigidity and the kinetic energy for protons and
mesotrons as a function of their range in lead.

In calculating the angle of scattering it is
necessary to use the average value of the mag-
netic rigidity for the plate. This is a very uncer-
tain qu,antity near the end of the range of a par-
ticle, owing to the rapid change of Hp. For this
reason the plates were divided into sheets one
mm thick and the corresponding angles calcu-
lated. The angle for a one-cm plate was calculated
by taking the square root of the sum of the
squares of the ten angles for the corresponding
ten sheets. This was done up to a range of j..5 cm.
From there on the average value of the magnetic
rigidity is sufficiently definite to permit the use
of Eq. (2) directly.

The cameras were situated at 30 degrees on
either side of a normal to the chamber. If this
angle had been 45 degrees, the angle between the
cameras mould have been 90 degrees, and the
scattering angles observed by each camera would
have been independent of each other. As it is,
there is a small dependence, but for the sake of
argument the two sets of angles are assumed to
be independent of each other. If this is assumed,
then each traversal gives tmo observations of the
projected angle of scattering. Since there are 6ve
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FIG. 4. Kinetic energy and magnetic rigidity (IIp) of
protons and neutrons.

lead plates in the chamber, as many as ten angles
appear for those rays which penetrate all five
plates.

Williams' formula was checked for protons by
the following method. Fifteen proton tracks were
measured. The particles were identihed by the
increases in ionization after traversals of the
lead plates. All fifteen tracks passed through two
plates, seven through three plates, five through
four, and two through five. The averages of the
angles starting with the plate nearest the end of
the range of the particles are I0.1, 5.3, 2.4, 1.j. ,
and 1.2 degrees. This is in reasonably gooP agree-
ment with the curve for protons. If anything, it
indicates that the scattering of protons decreases
more rapidly with increase in range than the
theory mould predict.

Figure 5a shows a proton track. Figure 5b is
undoubtedly a mesotron track. It shows no
increase in ionization. Therefore, if it mere a
proton, it would have to have a range greater
than 1.75 cm when it leaves the last plate, for
otherwise it would show an increase in ionization.
The average projected angles p, for a proton
should be less than 3.7, 3.1, 2.7, and 2.4 degrees
for the successive traversals, whereas the ob-
served angIes 8; are very much larger than this.
There is a finite chance that a proton would

stagger through the lead as shown. This chance
can be caIcuIated from the X' function mhere

9l

XS=- g S,'/p, '.

A table for the X' function gives the proportion
I' of protons of range greater than 1.75 cm that
will show scattering angles equal to or greater
than the observed angles.

The particle in Fig. Sb shows such large scat-
tering angles that the value of I' is extremely
small. Since other evidence shows that there is
an abundance-of mesotrons, this small value of I'
indicates that the particle is extremely unlikely
to be a proton and therefore must be a mesotron.

METHOD OF COUNTING PICTURES

Since approximately seventeen rays appear in

each picture, it is very morth while to use a
method which will depend upon counting only
conspicuous events. For this reason a basis for
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F)6. S.a. A proton penetrating 6ve plates and showing two increases in ionization at the end. b. A typical mesotron track
identi6ed by its large scattering. c. A cascade shower obtained with counter control. d. A cascade shower obtained in a
random expansion.
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all phenomena was taken as the number of par-
ticles penetrating two or more lead plates without
producing secondaries. An exception was made
to this ru1e if a particle penetrated two or more
plates in a nearly straight line but had a sec-
ondary particle appearing with it. The secondary
particle was interpreted as a knock-on electron
instead of an electron resulting f'rom radiation.

In general the heavy penetrating partides
produce tracks showing light ionization. If the
cloud chamber was operating poorly or with
insufhcient illumination, some of these tracks
might have been missed while heavily ionizing
tracks would continue to be counted. A careful
comparison of pictures made with entirely dif-
ferent illuminating systems showed this not to
be the case. Runs made in 2940 were compared
with pictures made in 2942, and no appreciable
difference appears. There is evidence that the
sensitive time of the chamber varies from one
set of pictures to another. Over a group of 200
pictures made in 2940 the average number of
rays excluding the very large showers was 22

per picture. A run of 200 pictures made in 2942
showed an average of 22 rays per picture. This
high number does not persist throughout all the
2942 pictures and in some cases drops to values
in the neighborhood of six per picture. Nevqr-
the less the relative number of diR'erent kinds of
events remains unaffected by this change in the
sensitive time of the chamber.

PROTONS, MESOTRONS, AND THE 9ISIN-
TEGRATION ELECTRON

Table I is a collection of data on heavy par-
ticles identified by the three methods mentioned
above. The top row entitled "Penetrating rays"
refers to all rays traversing two or more plates
w ithout producing secondaries. 8 Column N2

gives the percentage of penetrating rays trav-
ersing two plates and not more than two plates.
Column X~ gives the percentage of penetrating
rays traversing three and not more than three
plates, etc. From these values we get a distribu-
tion of penetrating particles which in itself means
little. However penetrating rays have been
chosen as the basis for counting phenomena of
a11 sorts, therefore this analysis is fundamental

s See further qualifications above.

TABLE I. Compilation of data.

Pen. Pic-
Total ¹ ¹ N4 ¹ rays tures

Penetrating 6918 51.9 24.1 12.4 11.1 6918 21,885
rays

Mesotrons

Mesotrons
stopped

Mesotrons*

1 plate
mesotrons

Heavy I
mesotrons

312 49 24

53 53 2S

12

10 4775 14,525

47 7S 14,525

4775 14,525

4775 14,525

4775 14,525

2 plate
protons

1 plate
protons

Scattered
rays

Heavy I
particles

72 75

202

738

2984

19.5 4.1 1.4 4775 14,525

4775 14,525

4775 14,525

6918 21,885

+This group of mesotrons showed evidence of the disintegration
electron. "Heavy I mesotrons" means mesotrons showing heavy ioniza-
tion. "Heavy I particles" means tracks showing heavy ionization.

for what follows. Actually from this analysis it
will be shown that the protons in cosmic rays
at this altitude are secondaries with a limited
range of energy.

The row in Table I indicated at "2 plate
protons" refers to particles identified as protons
which penetrate two or more plates. A com-
parison of the percentages of protons penetrating
different numbers of plates with those for pene-
trating rays or mesotrons shows at once that
protons have a limited range. The proportion of
protons traversing a few plates is considerably
greater while the proportion traversing all five
plates is seven tinzes smaller. This means that at
energies necessary to penetrate five lead plates
the energy distribution curve for identifiable
protons is falling o8' very much mpre rapidly
than for all the penetrating rays. The identifiable
mesotrons (see "Mesotrons" Table I) do not
show this falling off in energy. Their distribution
is identical with that of the penetrating rays.
Therefore we can state that the protons are
dying out at energies around 200 Mev. On the
other hand at low energies they are very much
more abQndant. In the same group of pene-
trating particles 202 protons were observed which
penetrated one plate only. In a group of 200
penetrating particles passing through two or
more lead plates, there were 72 particles pene-
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trating only one plate which could be interpreted
by their lack of scattering and lack of accom-
panying secondaf ies as peQetrating particles.
This proportion is again smaller than that for
protons.

This anomalous behavior of the protons is in

agreement with the work of G. D. Rochester and
M. Bound' who found a marked decrease in the
number of slow protons at sea level when ten cm
of lead were placed over their cloud chamber.
They concluded that the protons have a short
range less than ten cm of lead and that either
more protons are produced in the air outside the
chamber than iQ the lead or that the radiation
producing the protons is fl.ltered out by the lead.
The fact that equilibrium is not established
follows from the observation that only 4.7 per-
cent of the protons are created in the lead plates
of the chamber. There is no positive indication
that the rest are Qot created in the walls of the
chamber, but this seems unlikely in view of the
fact that so much of the available material is
concentrated in the lead plates. Furthermore,
the creation of slow protons is always accom-
panied by other penetrating particles when it
occurs in the lead, and these would be likely to
show up with the protons from the walls. One
case of this was observed, and that proton was
included in the number created in the chamber.
If wc include all the penetrating particles created
in the chamber with a range of more than one cm
of lead and not identi6able as mesotrons, this
amounts to only 12.2 percent of those stopped in
the chamber. There seems to be no way of' look-
ing at the facts which is consistent with the
assumption of equilibrium. %'e are forced to the
conclusion that there is a group of protons of
energy less than 200 Mev amounting to about
3.3 percent of the penetrating rays and that their
number decreases very rapidly with increasing
energy.

In this same group of particles there appeared
738 particles which showed at least one scattering
angle of more than four degrees. Out of this group
312 particles could be identi6ed as mesotrons by
using the X criterion. (Fig. Sb shows a typical
scattered mesotron. It passes out of the back of
the chamber. ) Twenty-four percent of the meso-

«G. D. Rochester and M. Bound, Nature 146, 745
(1940).

trons satisied the condition that 2' is ten percent.
This means that only ten percent of a group of'

protons which left the last plate with a range of
j..75 cm in lead would give angles equal to or
greater than those observed. Because protons
were scarce compared to mesotrons, this low
value of P means that the par ticles in this group
were very likely to be mesotrons. Thirteen
percent of the particles gave a P equal to 6ve
percent, and the remaining 63 percent gave a I'
less than one percent. The distribution of the
312 particles matches that of the penetrating
rays within the statistical error (see "Meso-
trons, " Table I). This indicates that the maxi-
mum in the energy distribution curve for meso-
trons is well above 200 Mev in line with the
majority of the penetrating rays.

Fifty-three mesotrons in this group stopped in
the chamber'. Ten of these passed through only
one plate and identi6ed themselves by large
scattering angles and heavy ionization on one
side of the plate. When the number of mesotrons
which passed through two or more plates and
showed heavy ionization were compared with
those which failed to show heavy ionization, the
proportion showing heavy ionization was found
to be 22 percent. This is about the proportion
which would be expected. The maximum range
for a mesotron leaving a lead plate and showing
heavy ionization is approximately 1.75 mm,
which would indicate that about 18 percent of
the rays stopping should show heavy ionization.

The cloud-chamber technique used here does
not permit positive identi6cation of the disin-
tegration electron produced from a decaying
mesotron. The following events, however, can
be interpreted as mesotron disintegrations though
the evidence that they are disintegrations cannot
be condusive.

In eight pictures a thin track appeared at the
end of a mesotron track. The thin track was
considered not to be the mesotron itself because
of the very large angle it made with the mesotron
track. In some of these cases the end of the
mesotron track showed heavy ionization and
then came a thin track at a large angle. Because
of the presence of these thin tracks, it is possible
to say that there is not negative evidence of the
disintegration electron. Figures 6a and b show
examples of this. In b the track occurs some
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FH .6. a. A mesotron showing heavy ionization after the last traversal and a particle below the last plate which can beinterpreted as the disintegration electron. b. A mesotron stopping in the bottom plate identified by its stopping and bythe delta-ray. The particle going upwards near the end of the mesotron track may be the disintegration electron. c. Amesotron identified by scattering and a single increase ion ionization. d. Probably a mesotron disintegrating in the gas ofthe chamber and showing the disintegration electron.
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distance to the right of the mesotron. The meso-
tron so near the end of its range could scatter
sideways in the lead and then shoot the disin-
tegration electron upwards.

Figure 6d shows a heavy track ending in the
gas of' the chamber with a thin one leaving the
end. This photograph is the nearest approach to
a proof of' the existence of the disintegration
electron that has been obtained with this
chamber. It fails to indicate the direction of the
particles except for the fact that the end of the
heavy track is slightly kinked. This kink would
indicate that the particle producing the heavy
track stopped or nearly stopped and then pro-
duced the electron track. On the other hand,
the two particles might have been ejected from
an atom excited by a neutron or a photon, or the
electron itself might have caused an atom to
eject a neutron and the heavy track. The picture
of the disintegration electron by E. J. Williams"
has the same appearance at the end of the heavy
track. It must be emphasized that all of the
pictures shown here can be interpreted only as
negative evidence that there is no disintegration
electron.

In a group of 9500 pictures containing 14j.3
heavy tracks 75 of these heavy tracks ended in
the gas of the chamber. These mere not alpha-
particles. This means that approximately 360
heavy particles stopped in the gas out of the
6918 penetrating particles appearing in the
chamber. Figure 6d is the only case of its kind.
The extreme scarcity of this. phenomenon leads
to two possible conclusions. First, that the
production of a disintegration electron by a
mesotron is very unlikely; second, that most of
the particles stopping in the gas are protons.
Nothing much can be said about the first, but
there are two pieces of evidence which contradict
the second. First there is the discovery of D. M.
Hose and B. Choudhuri" that most of the par-
ticles appearing in stars in photographic plates
left at altitudes of I2,000 ft. and 14,500 ft. are
mesotrons, and second, the fact discussed below
that mhen the reaction is energetic enough for
the particles to be identi6ed, there are at least
three cases where both protons and mesotrons
are produced simultaneously, and at least four

'0 E. J. Williams, Nature 145, j.02 (1940)."D. M. Bose and B.Choudhuri, Nature 148, 259 (1941).

Per- Pene-
Heavy cent of trating Pic-

Total I rays heavys S~ Sl S4 Sg-6-7 rays tures

Heavy I
rays

All stars

Air stars

Stars
upwards

Heavys
in stars

2 plate
protons

1 plate
protons

Heavy I
mesotrons

Stopped
mesotrons

Alpha-
particles

2050 2050 100

156 2428

13 2984

16 2428

358 2428 14.7

72 2050 3.5

202 2050 9,8

17 2050 0.8

53 2050 2.6

208 2050 10.1

Unidentified 1541 2050 75.2
heavy I
Single 1254 2050 61.2
unidentified
heavy I

4775 14,525

103 27 19 5-1-1 5629 18,909

4 2 1-O-0 6918 21,885

12 3 1 0-0-0 5629 18,909

5629 18,909

4775 14.52$

4775 14,$2$

4775 14,525

4775 14,525

477514,525

4775 14,525

4775 14,$25

Created
mesotrons

8 2984 0,29 6918 21,88$

Created
protons

17 2984 0.63

Created 27 2984 1.0
unidentified
penetrating
particles

6918 21,885

6918 21,885

Total
created

Heavy I
particles
stopped
in gas

52 2984 1.92

75 1413 $3

6918 21,885

3186 9,500

cases mhere a mesotron is created by itself. Of the
52 penetrating particles which passed through
two or more plates and were created in the
chamber, 8 could be identi6ed as mesotrons, j.7
as protons, and the remaining 27 could not be
identified. There is one more fact which can be
interpreted as an indication that more of these
particles are mesotrons. The range of a proton
is about ten times greater than the range of a
mesotron with the same ionization. This means
that mesotrons showing the same ionization as
protons are ten times more likely to stop in the
gas. Opposing these two arguments there is the
fact noted above that the number of slow protons
increases very rapidly as their energy decreases.
An extrapolation of this behavior to very low
energies would indicate that most of the par-
ticles in the gas mere protons. Then there is the

TABLE II. Data on heavily ionizing rays,
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FK'. 7. a. A star in the gas of the chamber showing evidence that the left-hand particle was emitted a few thousandths
of a second after the right-hand particle. b. The old horizontal track removed the water vapor from its neighborhood so
that a gap appears in the vertical heavy track formed after expansion of the chamber. c. A star in the gas of the chamber
showing evidence of neutrons. d. A star in the gas of the chamber with a thin track passing obliquely through the plate just
below.
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observation of C. D. Anderson and S. H.
Neddemmycr'~ that wherever the direction of
the particles is de6nitely known (as for particles
produced by a disig. tegration occurring inside
the chamber), the sense of curvature in the
magnetic field is such as to indicate a positive
charge. "Furthermore, if' the assumption is made
that the 38 tracks appearing singly in A. and
N. 's pictures are going down, then 33 of them
are positive1y charged and five are negatively
charged.

In conclusion it can be said that the only
strong argument in favor of the slow particles
being mesotrons is the one advanced by D. M. S.
arid B. C. If the particles are all positive and are
mesotrons, they are sure to show disintegration
electrons. The almost complete absence of the
disintegration electron, the increase in the
number of protons at low energies, and the strong
likelihood that they are all positive give almost
overwhelming evidence that the slow particles
are protons.

HEAVILY IONIZING RAYS

In a series of 14,525 photographs containing
4775 penetrating particles which pass through
two or more plates, there appear 2050 tracks
showing heavy ionization. Protons and meso-
trons penetrating two or more plates and showing
heavy ionization account for 89 of these. The
heavy particles can be divided into the following
categories (see Table II). Ten percent are alpha-
particles, 3.5 percent are protons passing through
two or more plates, 9.8 percent are protons
passing through only one plate, 0.8 percent are
mesotrons passing through one or more plates.
This leaves 75 percent of the heavy particles
unidentified. The particles in stars coming from
either the gas or the lead amount to 14.7 percent.
The remaining 61 percent appear singly, starting
in the lead and stopping in the next piece of lead
or the gas or leaving the chamber. It is open to
conjecture as to how many of these are slow
mesotfons.

In Table II the columns marked 52, 53, etc.
give the number of' stars with two, three, etc.
particles per star. All the stars produced in the
gas except the one of five particles appear to be

'g C. D. Anderson and S. H. Neddermeyer, Phys. Rev.
50, 263 (1936}.

excited by non-ionizing radiation. This star is
shown in Fig, 7d. It is probably excited by non-
ionizing radiation, but it might be interpreted as
being excited by the thin ray passing through
the bottom lead plate. This ray is evidently a
heavy particle traveling very fast as there is very
little scattering in the bottom lead plate. (The
reproduction fails to show the thin ray on the far
side of the plate. ) However, it may perfectly well
be coming from the star itself with the star
being exited by non-ionizing radiation, as is
usually the case.

Two of the stars have the appearance of the
one shown in Fig. Sa. A small gap appears at the
intersection of the two particles. Figure 7b
shows how this might have happened. Here a
sharp heavy track evidently laid down after the
expansion of the chamber crosses an old difFuse
track. The formation of the droplets along the
old track robbed the gas of alcohol vapor and
heated it with the heat of condensation so that,
when the vertical track formed conditions for
droplet formation were unfavorable at the inter-
section. The left-hand track in the star appeared
first and was followed after a very short time by
the right-hand particle. The heavy ionization
indicates that the particles were probably alpha-
particles.

Photographs similar in appearance to Fig. 7a
appear when actinium A is formed and decays
in a cloud chamber. ""In W. E. Bennet's paper,
Fig. 4b, Plate 1, and in C. T. R. Wilson's paper,
Fig. 1, photographs appear which show the gap
placed in an exactly similar manner. The mean
lifetime of actinium A is 0.0019 sec. In its forma-
tion and decay alpha-particles are ejected with
ranges longer than the tracks appearing here.

There are difficulties in assuming that ac-
tinium A is responsible for these tracks. The
argon gas was prepared by distillation from
liquid air but had been in its container for over
a year. Even if the walls of the chamber were
very radioactive, which they do not appear to
be, it is difficult to see how enough of the parent
gas actinon could leave the walls so as to produce
these stars in the middle of the gas. We can
conclude that these stars indicate the presence of
an atom which may be excited by non-ionizing

'3 C. T. R. Wilson, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 21, 405 (1923)."%.E. Bennet, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 34, 282 (1938}.
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FiG. 8. a. A disintegration in the lead showing no thin tracks. b. A disintegration in the lead. c.A disintegration in the lead.
d. A cascade shower produced by a penetrating particle.
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FIG. 9. a, The only case where a heavy particle and a cascade are associated. The right-hand particle above probably
initiates the cascade and the particle above to the left which shows by its ionization that it is going up is a proton.
b. A penetrating particle produces a proton {lower left) and a particIe which may be a mesotron (lower right). c. Two
particles enter above and produce one mesotron which penetrates the lower plate, shows scattering and increase in
ionization. There are three heavy tracks and at least 6fteen thin tracks. d. A penetrating particle produces one heavy
track and five thin tracks.
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radiation so that it ejects an alpha-particle, has
a lifetime in the neighborhood of 0.002 sec. , and
then ejects another particle.

The four-particle star shown in Fig. 7c on
reprojection is found to be going back into the
chamber, The star initiates near the middle of
the chamber, and two of the particles strike the
back of the chamber. One stops in the gas, and
one hits the lower lead plate. In order to satisfy
the law of the conservation of momentum, it is

necessary to assume that neutrons are taking
part in this event, either initiating it or pouring
out of it or both.

Tvpical examples of stars originating in the
lead plates are shown in Figs. Sa, b, and c. Most
of the particles in the stars showed heavy ioniza-

tion, the number being 358 particles. There were
43 particles accompanying these stars which

appeared thin. Not more than one thin track
appeared in most stars. No event was called a
star if there were no heavy particles in it. Prac-
tically all stars were initiated by non-ionizing
radiation.

There are 6fteen cases where cascade showers
are produced by penetrating rays, There are five

where the penetrating ray traverses one plate,
six where it traverses two plates, and four where
it traverses three plates. In one case shown in

Fig. 9a a proton was ejected upwards and a
cascade appeared below. Since there were 19,436
traversals of one cm of lead by penetrating par-
ticles which passed through two or more plates
the cross section per electron is about 2X10 "
cm'. Figure 8d shows the largest shower produced

by a penetrating ray. Its energy is about 1000
Mev. A close inspection of the rays at the top of
the picture shows that all but one of the tracks
are older {more diffuse) than those appearing in

the shower. It seems very unlikely that an elec-
tron with sufFicient energy to produce this large
cascade shower could have passed through the
top lead plate without producing secondaries. The
particle is undoubtedly heavier than an electron.

PENETRATING PARTICLES PRODUCED
BY IONIZING RADIATION

There are twenty-seven events in which pene-
trating particles are produced by ionizing radi-

ation, and in all cases but one there is no evidence
whatsoever that they are associated with cascade
showers. The exception to the rule is shown in

Fig. 9a. A proton is ejected upwards as is indi-
cated by the increase in ionization of the left-
hand ray. The right-hand ray is distorted by
turbulence in the chamber but is uniformly thin.
It is probably the ray which initiates the cascade
shower and the proton. There is always the pos-
sibility that any ray appearing above any of
these events may be traveling upwards with suf-
6cient velocity to show no change in ionization.
It seems to be more likely that the thin particle
appearing above is the cause of the event.

Figure 9b shows a penetrating particle which
passes through two plates and then produces at
least four heavy particles. The lower left-hand
one is identi6able as a proton both from its
ionization which is obviously heavier than the
thin tracks present, and by the delta-ray which
indicates a velocity for the particle for which a
mesotron would show very large scattering. The
long ray on the right, side is both thin and scat-
tered. It is probably a mesotron though the
scattering is insufficient to determine this with
assurance. The two heavy tracks are unidenti-
fiable except for the fact that they must be either
either mesotrons or protons.

Figure 9c shows two particles coming into the
top plate. Two heavy tracks appear which stop
in the next plate. One particle penetrates through
two plates and appears heavy under the last
plate and markedly scattered. This is a mesotron.
Two of the thin tracks can be identi6ed as elec-
trons because of their scattering in the gas. The
remainder are probably electrons but might be
mesotrons.

In Fig. 9d the penetrating particle is without
question coming from above as is indicated by
the knock-on electron under the second plate.
The heavy particle ejected upwards stops in the
gas. The particle starting just above the fourth
plate on the left passes down through the fourth
and fifth plates and produces a knock-on electron
which is the track farthest to the right below the
fifth plate. I t is just a coincidence that this par-
ticle with its knock-on happens to be in the
picture. The left-hand particle passing through
the fifth plate may very well be a penetrating
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Fxc. 10.a. A penetrating particle produces one heavy track and five thin ones. b. A penetrating particle produces at least
four heavy particles, one of which is a proton and one a mesotron. c. Non-ionizing radiation produces two protons.
d. Non-ionizing radiation produces one proton (lower right) and one mesotron (lower left), the latter stopping in the lead
plate.
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FIG. 11.a. Non-ionizing radiation creating a mesotron
which stops in a lead plate and shows a track at the end
which can be interpreted as the disintegration electron.
b. Auger shower coming in g.t an angle of about 45 . It
appears to be made up of many cascade showers. c. Huge
Auger shower going straight down.

particle. It shows some scattering and may be ducing two heavy tracks and a number of thin
a mesotron. tracks in the bottom plate. It is not at all

Figure j.oa shows a penetrating particle pro- unlikely that this event would show other pene-
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trating particles if the rays below had had the
opportunity to pass through additional pieces of
lead»

Figure 10b has appeared before" and further
study has led to the de6nite identi6cation of two
of the particles. The track which penetrates the
second plate and then becomes very thick is
without doubt a proton, A study of tracks ap-
pearing in the same part of the chamber in other
photographs on the same film show that the
apparent greater density of the track before it
passes through the second plate is real. This alone
makes it impossible for the particle to be a
mesotron. No additional argument is needed, but
the average scattering angle for a mesotron so
near the end of its range is very large, and the
photograph shows that, both scattering angles
give an average of only two degrees. The track
which penetrates three plates presents scattering
angles that only one proton in twenty would
show. There is little doubt that this is a mesotron.
The particle which penetrates two plates presents
angles that only one proton in eight would show.
This picture affords unmistakable evidence for
the simultaneous production of mesotrons and
protons. Still another picture appears of this
process. The event takes place in front of the
chamber, so that it is impossible to identify the
incoming ray. A proton penetrates one plate and
shows increase of ionization on both sides of the
plate. The mesotron penetrates two plates with
such large scattering that there is practically no
chance that the particle is a proton.

There are altogether 19,438 traversals of the
one-cm lead plates by penetrating particles.
These 27 cases of the production of heavy par-
ticles give a neutron-proton cross section of
1.8X10 " cm' for this process, This is of the
same order of magnitude as the neutron-proton
cross section" given by R. P. Shutt of 4&10 "
cm'.

HEAVY PARTICLES PRODUCED BY
NON-IONIZING RADIATION

Figure 10c shows the production of two protons
by non-ionizing radiation. The upper section of
the two proton tracks are obviously heavier than
the single track which appears to the right and

M. Povre)] Phys. Rev. 60 413 (1941)."R.P. Shutt, Phys. Rev. 6l, 6 (1942).

then between the two tracks. Figure 10d shows
another case of the simultaneous production of
a mesotron and a proton. The left-hand parti-
cle shows small scattering but stops near the mid-
dle of the bottom plate. Only a mesotron can do
this without showing heavy ionization. The right-
hand track is distinctly heavy and also stops in
the bottom plate. It is a proton. Still another
photograph not reproduced shows two heavy
tracks going down and stopping in the next plate
while one proton goes up through one plate.

Figure 11a shows a mesotron created in a lead
plate. It stops two plates away and a particle
comes back from the end. This might very well
be the disintegration electron. There are three
photographs like this except for the fact that the
other two show no disintegration electron. There
are four photographs where the appearance is the
same except that the particle shows no scat-
tering, and one photograph where only one par-
ticle is emitted by the plate. It passes through
two plates and then leaves the chamber.

Altogether there are sixteen occasions where a
non-ionizing radiation produces penetrating par-
ticles which pass through at least one lead plate.
Five particles are protons, four are mesotrons,
and the remaining eleven particles cannot be
identified. This does not count the particles that
show heavy ionization but fail to penetrate a
plate. Practically all the stars in the gas of the
chamber and appearing from the lead are
initiated by non-ionizing radiation.

There are six events where it is impossible to
determine the type of initiator. Their appearance
is essentially similar to those above. Five protons,
one mesotron, and 6ve unidenti6ed penetrating
particles appear in these.

In all of these events there are seventeen
protons, eight mesotrons, and twenty-seven
penetrating particles going too fast to be
identi6ed. Simultaneous production of mesotrons
and protons appears in all three types. Three of
the protons are going up. The fact that so many
protons are produced in the chamber coupled
with the falling oR' in the number of protons with
the number of plates they penetrate indicates
again that the protons result from secondaries
produced in the atmosphere around the chamber,
and that very few, if any, of the primary protons
appear in the energy range above 200 'Mev.
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COUNTIR COHTROLX E9 PHOTOGRAPHS

A total of 1628 pictures were made with
counters above and below the chamber. The
efFiciency of the counters was not known. The
counter cylinders were 2.54 cm in diameter and
28 cm long and were placed 80 cm apart above
and below the chamber. A third counter was
placed between them solely for the purpose of
reducing accidental counts. A coincidence oc-
curred once in 45 seconds on the average. Five
hundred and ninety-two pictures gave evidence
of having been counter-controlled. Of these 411
showed a penetrating particle passing through hve
plates, 33 showed cascade showers (Fig. 5c), 138
showed numerous thinly scattered particles, and
ten showed giant Auger showers two of which

passed through the chamber at an angle of about
45 degrees. (Fig. 11b and 3) It is apparent that
the Auger showers are made up of huge cascade
showers mixed into each other. There is no
evidence whatsoever that they include heavily
ionizing particles. The confusion is too great to
follow through penetrating particles which do
not show an increase in ionization. About 100
counter-controlled pictures were made with the
counters all above the chamber. In only one case
did a ray stop in the chamber.

THE ELECTRON COMPONENT

During 19,438 traversals of the lead plates by
penetrating particles 666 electron showers con-
taining more than six particles were observed.
These were all random expansions. No large
Auger showers were seen in this group.

A careful study was made of the particles
appearing between the upper two plates of the
chamber. In 200 photographs 985 particles ap-
peared there. If two or more particles started
from one point in the lead and failed to penetrate
one of the plates or passed out of the chamber
they were called electrons. Tracks showing
marked scattering in the gas were called elec- ~

trons. These two classes accounted for 546 par-
ticles. There were 6ve knock-on electrons. There
were 14 particles which were in groups coming
from points in the back or front of the chamber.
These were classi6ed as electrons. There were
263 particles which occurred singly and failed to
pass through any plates. Fifty-one of these

passed through the gas without touching the lead
plates. They were unidenti6ed. Seventy-two par-
ticles passed through one plate only showing very
little scattering and producing no secondaries.
Most of these probably were penetrating par-
ticles. There were 100 particles which penetrated
more than one plate. These were classi6ed as
penetrating particles. Of the 710 tracks which
could be identihed 565, or 80 percent, were elec-
trons. The remainder were heavy particles.

For a cosmic ray to get into this section of the
chamber from above it must pass through 1.27
cm of iron and one cm of lead. If we assume that
the number of electrons is increased by a factor
of ten in passing through the lead and iron, then
29 percent of the incoming rays must be electrons.

A rather surprising discrepancy from theory
mas found in a comparison of the number of
photon-produced and electron-produced pairs.
VVhere theory predicts a ratio of about 1.6 in

favor of photon-produced pairs the actual number
was 72 photon-produced pairs against 16 elec-
tron-produced pairs. J. R. Oppenheimer called
attention to the fact that the electrons and
photons involved being of low energy it would
be expected that the electrons would be absorbed
out more readily than the photons because the
loss by ionization becomes appreciable. This
eR'ect should be less at the top of the chamber
and if we compare only those pairs produced in
the top lead plate, this is found to be true. There
are 30 photons-produced pairs to 10 electron-
produced, pairs. Agreement with theory is better
in the case of three-particle showers. There are
16 photon-produced against 7 electron-produced
showers in this group.

NEUTRONS AND THE MASS OF
THE MESOTRON

The data given in Table II can be interpreted
so as to indicate the presence of a very large
number of neutrons. It will be shown that these
neutrons have an average energy of 100 Mev,
and that probably they have a maximum energy
of 200 Mev. It is quite probable that the simi-
larity between this maximum energy of 200 Mev
and the mass equivalent of two mesotrons of
weight 200 times that of the electron is not for-
tuitous. This similarity was pointed out by L. W.
Alvarez,
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Stars arise in the lead and in the gas of the
chamber. The particles in the stars frequently
come out of one plate and stop in the next.
Occasionally a few stop in the gas of the chamber.
If the radiation in the chamber has reached
equilibrium then the following condition should
hold.

Stars produced in the lead

Stars produced in the gas

Heavy particles stopped in the lead

Heavy particles stopped in the gas

Putting in the figures shown in Table II, this
becomes

156/5629 1338/3186
or 14.7—17.8.

13/6918 75/3186

This agreement is well within experimental
error, so it can be said that equilibrium has been
reached.

The average path of a particle in the gas is
approximately seven cm, the space between the
plates. By multiplying this path length by the
ratio above we obtain the average range of a
particle in the gas. This amounts to about 120
cm in air. A particle with this range in air would
have a kinetic energy of approximately 12 Mev,
which agrees closely with the maximum in the
energy distribution curve for particles appearing
in photographic emulsions left at high altitudes. "

It is obvious that many stars are formed inside
the lead with insufhcient energy to appear in the
gas of the chamber. The range of a 12-Mev
proton in lead is about 0.02 cm. Since the plates
are one cm thick, this means that fifty stars are
created inside the lead for one appearing leaving
the plates. Now if we assume that it takes about
eight Mev to eject a nuclear particle from the
nucleus, then one particle would take a total of
20 Mev. The average number of ionizing particles
appearing in a star in the gas is three. It is
reasonable to assume that one neutron is ejected
for every proton. This leaves a total of six par-
ticles and a total energy of 120 Mev for the
average star. Table II shows one air star of five
particles and five stars leaving the lead of five
particles. There were no stars of more than

'~ A. Qhdha1m, Zeita. f. Physik. 115, 48k {1940}.

seven particles. This is an indication that the
maximum energy for stars amounts to about 200
Mev.

Above it was shown very conclusively that the
high speed protons had a maximum energy of
200 Mev. This means that the protons are of
secondary origin. They would be expected to be
in equilibrium. However, the ratio of high speed
protons created in the chamber to those stopped
instead of being one as it should be for equi-
librium is one to twenty. We are forced to con-
clude that for this group of protons capable of
penetrating one or more cm of lead equilibrium
is not established.

ENERGY CARRIE@ BY THE NEUTRONS

Practically all stars are produced by non-
ionizing radiation and since they are hardly ever
accompanied by cascade showers, it seems
reasonable to assume that the producing agent
is neutrons. The number of neutrons can be
estimated in the following manner. Table II
shows 156 stars to occur while there were 5629
penetrating particles. The penetrating particles
make slightly more than two traversals each on
the average. During each traversal the loss in

energy is about 13 Mev. The total energy lost by
the penetrating particles is 5,629X2X13=1.7
X10~ Mev. The energy lost by the 156 stars is
156X120 Mev, but we have shown that for one
star appearing outside of the lead there are fifty
produced inside. Hence this number should be
multiplied by fifty giving 156X50)(120=9.4
X10' Mev as the total energy for all the stars.
The remarkable fact appears that the energy
used in creating the stars is fme times greater than
the energy lost by the penetrating component in
the same amount of material.

THE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS

We are now in a position to estimate the
relative number of neutrons present. If we
assume that their angular distribution is similar
to that for the penetrating particles, then they
will traverse two cm of lead on the average. A
reasonable assumption for the cross section per
lead atom is 3X10 '4cm'. They pass 6X10~ lead
atoms in penetrating two cm of lead. This means
that approximately four out of five neutrons will
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pass through the lead without producing a star.
The conclusions is that there are 156X50&5
=3.9X10' energetic neutrons accompanying
5629 penetrating particles or a ratio of seven ta
Ogg ln favo1 of neutrons.

PROTONS ARE RECOD S PROM NEUTRONS

Above we showed that the high speed protons
were of secondary origin and not in equilibrium
in the chamber. Inside the chamber there are no
very light nuclei except for the small number of
protons in the alcohol. The wood of the trailer
and the protons in the observer were all available
for collision with the abundant energetic neutrons
indicated by the presence of the stars. The neu-
trons transfer their energy without degradation
to the protons in the wood of the trailer. One cm
of wood in the neighborhood of the chamber
would be sufFicient to produce the number of'

fast protons observed. This explanation accounts
completely for the lack of equilibrium of the high
speed protons found inside the chamber.

THE MASS OP THE MESOTRON

Most of the conclusions drawn in this paper
were described in a preliminary letter to the
editor in 1942." In a recent discussion of these
results L %. Alvarez pointed out the equality
between 200 Mev and the rest mass energy of
two mesotrons of mass 200 each. There is little
doubt that the mesotrons at this altitude have a
mass very close to 200."The explanation of the
strong band of secondary neutrons follows di-
rectly. Apparently the atmosphere acts as a
61ter. Neutrons coming down and possessing
energies greater than 200 Mev create pairs of
mesotrons. If they have insufticient energy to do
this, then they come on through and produce
the stars and protons described above. An ac-
curate determination of the cut-o6 with rising
energy of the secondary neutrons would yield a
minimum value for the mass of the mesotron.

CHANGE OF INTENSITY WITH AT TITUDE

In the 1942 expedition to Mt. Evans" the
number of heavily ionizing particles was observed

"W. M. Powell, Phys. Rev. 51, 670 (1942}.
~~ C. E. Nielsen and W. M. Povrell, Phys. Rev. 53, 384

(1943).

to decrease to about half when the apparatus
was moved from the peak at 14,100 ft. to Summit
Lake at 12,700 ft. This reduction is consistent
with the assumption that the particles are
produced by the neutrons observed at the
summit.

The number of atoms per cm' of air at 13,400
ft. is 3)&10'. The average cross section for
neutrons in 21 percent oxygen, and 79 percent
nitrogen is 8X10 "cm' per atom. The intensity
I at 12,700 ft. becomes

I=ID(exp)( —3X10"XSX10 "
X 1400X 12 X2.54),

where Io is the intensity at the summit. The
value of the exponent is approximately minus
one. The predicted intensity lies between one-
half and one-third the intensity at the peak.
This agreement is well within the experimental
error.

It is apparent that a large increase in the
intensity of the neutrons can be expected for a
small increase in altitude.
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The Velocity Dependence of the Absorption of Boron for Slow Neutrons
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Measurements of the slow neutron velocity distribution between 1 and 10 km/sec. from
a 14-cm cube of paragon, with a source of 2.5-Mev neutrons in the center, show the distribution
to be approximately Maxwellian with T=400'K, but with an excess of fast neutrons for
V&3.5 km/sec. Similar measurements of the distribution of neutrons transmitted through
a boron absorber verify the assumed 1/v absorption law in this velocity range.

INTRODUCTION

A PPARENTLY a number of physicists' '
realized, about 1931', that the development

of artificial neutron sources would lead to a
method of measuring neutron velocities through
modulation of the ion beam producing the
neutrons. Previous to these electrical methods a
mechanical velocity selector had been used to in-
vestigate the neutron distribution from paraf6n'
and the rotating wheel method for checking a 1/v
absorption law had been applied to boron,
cadmium, and silver. '
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has been examined only by the mechanical
method and by the electrical method of Fertel,
Gibbs, Moon, Thomson, and Wynn-Williams'
(FGMTW). In neither case was the resolution
available particularly high. With a method avail-
able for determining velocity distributions, the
distribution before and after passing through an
absorber or scatterer may be measured and the
cross section as a function of neutron velocity
found. Only FGMTW have published results on
both the distribution and absorption laws, the
absorption being in boron. Their results on boron
are in disagreement with a 1/v variation of cross
section which has been assumed for slow neutrons
producing an (n„a) reaction in such a light
element. The validity of this assumption is of
importance since many measurements of neutron
energies depend upon it. In addition to the ex-
periment of FGMTW, the rotating disk method
has been applied to boron' as has been the elec-
trical method of Alvarez. ' Both indicate a 1/v
dependence of cross section, but the disk method
is not capable of large changes in relative speed
and Alvarez assumed thermal equilibrium of the
















